Abstract. On an «-dimensional domain Í2, we consider the boundary value problem (*) Qu = 0 infi, Nu = 0 on3ß
0. Introduction. Suppose that Qu -a'j(x, u, Du)D-jU + a(x, u, Du) is a quasilinear operator on a domain Í2 C R" and that Am = b(x, u, Du) is a nonlinear operator on 3fi. ( Here and in what follows, the convention that repeated indices are to be summed from 1 to « is observed.) Under suitable ellipticity and related conditions on Q and N, Fiorenza [5] was able to reduce the solvability of the problem (0.1) Qu = 0 infi, Nu = 0 on 3fi to the establishment of certain a priori bounds via a theorem of Caccioppoli [11, §41.111] . Specifically (see [9, Chapter 10] ), all solutions of (0.2) Q,u = 0 in fi, Ntu = 0 on 3ß must be bounded in some Banach space (typically Ci+a(il)) uniformly with respect to t and m for some appropriate family of pairs of operators (Q" A,),6[0 X]. For Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. b(x, u, Du) = u, this reduction is achieved under very general conditions via the Leray-Schauder theorem (see, e.g., [7, 9, 12] ); however for more general boundary conditions, several complications arise in the reduction. In this work we address ourselves to two of these. First, Fiorenza used Schauder-type estimates (for related linear equations) which require explicit knowledge of their dependence on the coefficients. In §2, we show that simpler estimates may be used.
Second, Caccioppoli's theorem requires that all problems (0.2) be uniquely solvable for each t whereas the Leray-Schauder theorem does not require this uniqueness. In §3, we shall use essentially a theorem of Kirk and Caristi to modify this assumption.
1. Notations and definitions. We shall use the following norms and seminorms: I « |o;£2 = SUPil I " I '
["]«;fl = SUP{| «(*) -"(JO \/\x~y Ia: x+y, x,y in ß}, l"la;S2=l"lo;ß + ["L;ß> l«ll;8 =| " |o;S2 + I Du lo;H' and SO °n-Here 0<« < 1,
Du is the gradient of u, and ß C R" is a domain. If also 3ß is sufficiently smooth, say 3ß G C2+a, these norms can also be defined on 3ß. We shall always assume
, is a domain with 3ß G C2+a.
The inner normal to 3ß at x will be denoted y(x) or just y. Its components are
3ß(AT) = {(x,z, p) G3ß X RXR": \z\ +\p\<K).
We shall also use the following abbreviations for derivatives: Let g = g(x, z, p, r) be defined on ß X R X R" X R"2. Then dg 3g \ _ 9g If g is defined on ß(7C) and ß > 0, we denote by | g \ß.K the norm | g l^o,^), ß(AT)
being considered as a subset of R2"+l. In particular if g depends only on x and z, then |g|o;K= sup{g(x,z):x EQ,\z\<K), and similarly for | g \ß.K where ß > 0. Moreover if g is defined only on 3ß(7C), we also denote by | g \ß.K the norm | g \ß;d^Ky (By assumption (1.1), this norm can be defined.) Finally we shall denote a matrix (a'j) by the corresponding script letter &, a vector (a1) by a, and the sum a'b¡ by a ■ b. (2) In fact the constant C depends on ß only through \ ß\0, X, and a modulus of continuity for ß.
From this estimate, we obtain our basic result on convergence of solutions for the nonlinear oblique derivative problem. Remark. Clearly / G Ca(fi), <p E C1+a(3fi), <pm-*q> in C'(3fi), and um -+ u in C'(fi). 
where c3 depends only on aô and Í2, with -q = (4c2 4-4)"\ to obtain
where c4 depends on the same quantities as c2 and e' is the same as in (2.7). Hence [um] 2+aS is bounded independent of m. For suppose not; then
for some m and k. Hence [v]2+aS> \K4. Therefore (2.8) implies that \K4 < c4 + \K4 so that K4 < 4c4, contradicting (2.9). Thus [um]2+aS is bounded independent of m. Therefore um -> u in C2(fi) so that (2.5) is valid.
To complete the proof, we note that
where cs depends on a, 8, K, Kx, K2, K3, K4, X, A, and ß, e depends on these quantities as well as tti and k, (2.6) holds, and Ks = max{[«OT]2+a,[MJt]2+a}. We then conclude (as from (2.8)) that [um] 2+a is bounded independent of m. D Remarks.
(1) Our proof is a modification of Fiorenza's in [5] . (2) Under stronger hypotheses on éE and a, Fiorenza showed that
[u]2 + a«^C6(l +7C4)(|ü|, + \fm-fk\aS+ |<Pm-<P*ll+«i)-Hence, if fm -*f in Ca(ß) and <pm -* <p in C1+a(Sfi) then «m-*«in C2+aS(fi). Although it is not noted there, it also follows that um -> u in C2+a(fi).
From the proof of Lemma 2 we see that in fact a stronger result, which has not been noted before, is valid. . |*li+«5*+Mi+¿¡jr+l*b+.¡ir*A where a, K, X, A are positive constants with a < 1. Suppose that 3fi G C3+a and that for each positive integer m, there are functions um E C3+a(fi), fm E C1+a(fi), <pm E C2+a(3_fi) satisfying (2.3a), (2.3c), (2.4) and \fm \x+a + | <pm \2+a < Kx. Then u G C3+a(fi) and u is a solution of (2.5).
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2, m G C2+a(fi), m is a solution of (2.5), and | um \2+a is bounded independent of m.
We now extend y to all of fi so that y E C2+a(fi) and | y |< 1 in fi. Noting that the operator crkDk, where crk -8rk -yryk, is a tangential operator on 3fi, we have that v = crkDkum is a solution of Lv = g in fi, Mv = \p on 3fi. It suffices to prove only that | u \2+a-N < C for some neighborhood N of 3fi. The global result then follows from interior Schauder estimates, e.g., [7, Corollary 6.3] . By a standard "straightening the boundary" argument we may assume that a is a solution of Qu = f in U(l), Nu = <p on F(l) and that all hypotheses of this lemma are still valid with fi replaced by U(l) and 3fi replaced by T^l). Then we need only show that |w|2+a;t/(1/4)<C.
In this case, we have (2.10) being satisfied where w = Dku, To apply this lemma, we first need a definition. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and P: X -» Y a mapping such that '",,.
,
. P(x + ExP)-P(x)
Pjù) EEhm -*-^-±-texists for all x and i// in X. Then we say that Px is the Gateaux variation of P.
Lemma 4. Let P: X -> Y have a Gateaux variation and suppose that P(X) is closed in Y. If, for all x E X, there is >// G X such that Px(ty) + Px = 0, then 0 G P(X).
Proof. For each y E P(X), choose x E X and \p E X such that y = Px, Px(^) + Px = 0. By the definition of Px, there exists e > 0 such that
where II 11 is the norm in Y. Then (3.1) (e/2)||Pjc|| > \\P(x + e*) -(1 -e)(Px)\\.
The triangle inequality then imphes that ||(P(jc + e*) -(Px))\\ < (3e/2)||Px||, (e/2)||Px|| < IIPjcII -\\P(x + m¡>)\\, and hence that
\\(P(x + e*) -Px)|| < 3(||Px|| -HP(x + e^)||).
We now make the identifications V -P(X), d(vx, v2) = IIu, -u2||, <p(v) -3\\v\\ in Lemma 3 and define g(y) -P(x + e\p). Since V is complete, g has a fixed point which must be zero by (3.1). Therefore 0 = Px for some x E X. D A slight modification of the proof of Lemma 4 gives a result which we shall use in §5.
Lemma 4'. Let P: X -> Y have a Gateaux variation and let Y0 be a subset of Y. Suppose that Y0 D P( X) is closed. Suppose also that (3.2a) 0 G y0, (3.2b) Y0HP(X) is nonempty, (3.2c) for all x E P"'(T0) and \¡, E X such that Px(^) + Px = 0, we have P(X + e\¡/) E Y0 for all sufficiently small e.
If, for all x G P'\Y0), there is 4> G X such that Px(^) + Px = 0, then 0 G P( A'). (2) The quantity e/2 in (3.1) may be replaced by qe where q E (0,1) is arbitrary but independent of y. follows that 0 EP(X).
(4) When using Caccioppoli's theorem, a similar circumstance arises (see [5, §7] ). In this case, the existence of the Fréchet derivative of P is used to invoke a theorem of Hildebrandt and Graves (see [11, §41] ).
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To apply Lemma 4, we define Q and N by (2.1) and suppose that for constant a G (0,1) and all K > 0 the conditions (2.2a) and (3.3) 3fiGC3+«, \&\2+a.,K+\a\2+a.,K+\b\3+a;K^A are satisfied with X, A positive constants possibly depending on K. For each j8 £ (0, a) we define provided u E P~\Y0). Lemmata 7, 9, 10 and Theorem 1 imply that 0 E P(X) which means that (5.1) has a solution in C3+a(ß). Now suppose that g E C1+a(3fi) and let (gj be a sequence in C2+a(3fi) converging uniformly to g and such that IgJi+a^Clgli+a for each w where C is independent of m. By what we have already proved, there exists um in C3+a(fi) such that Qum = 0 in fi, Tum ■ y -gm on 3fi. Inequality (5.5) in conjunction with Lemmata 7, 9, and 10 implies that, for some 8 E (0,1), the norms | um |1+Ä are bounded uniformly with respect to m. The Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that some subsequence of (uj converges uniformly to a function u. Applying Lemma 2 to this subsequence, we infer that u E C2+a(fi) and that « is a solution of (5.1). D Remarks.
(1) Theorem 3 is well known, but ours is the first proof that does not rely on the existence of solutions to other nonlinear boundary-value problems (cf. [6, 13, 14] ).
(2) Theorem 3 can also be proved without using Remark (1) after Theorem 1 by defining Nu = tanh"'(7w • y) in (5.2).
